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1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the development of various studies in solid state physics, population dynamics, and some 
other fields, discrete boundary value problems have been paid extensive attention, e.g., see [1-6]. 
Besides, they are also natural consequences of discretization of differential boundary problems, 
e.g., see [7,8]. Let T = {to,t1,.. .  , tg} be the set of increasing time instances, and x: T ---* R n 
with xk = x(tk) = (xl(tk), x2(tk) . . . .  , xn(tk)) T. Consider the following discrete boundary value 
problem: 
Zk+l = fk(Xo,Xl , . . . ,xk) ,  0 < k < N-  1, 
(1.1) 
Axo + BXN = c, 
where fk: R n(k+l) ~ R ~ is a continuous vector function, A and B are n x n known matrices, 
and c E R n is a known vector. Since the boundary value problem (1.1) includes many interesting 
problems, it is of a very general nature and has been studied by many authors (see [9] and 
references therein). In particular, if A = I (the identity matrix) and B = 0 we get the initial 
value problem, A = 0 and B = I we get the terminal value problem, and A = -B  = I and 
c = 0 we get the periodic boundary value problem. In [9], the authors developed a monotone 
iterative scheme for problem (1.1) when fk possesses at least a certain mixed monotonicity (i.e., 
condition C(p ,q )  in [9]), and obtained the quasisolutions of (1.1) in some sector. At the same 
time, the authors also gave another monotone iterative scheme which is shown to converge the 
solutions of (1.1) in some sector under some assumptions (i.e., Assumptions 3.1-3.3 in [9]). These 
assumptions do not involve the monotonicity of fk, but Assumption 3.1 is somewhat stronger 
when n > 1. On the other hand, as pointed out in Remark 3.2 of [9], the later iterative scheme 
involves a linear boundary problem in each iteration. In this paper, we propose a new monotone 
iterative scheme which is convergent, even if fk does not possess any monotonicity. From the 
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computational point of view, this new scheme is more simple and efficient han the scheme (3.5) 
developed in [9]. Moreover, it is reduced to the scheme (3.1) given in [9] when fk is monotone 
nondecreasing with respect o xi (0 < i < k) (i.e., condition C in [9]). In a certain sense, the 
scheme proposed here and the scheme (3.5) in [9] are complementary to each other. We remark 
that only low regularity conditions are imposed on fk to ensure the monotone convergence of this 
new approach. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a new concept of a pair 
of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1), and establish some comparison results. Then we 
study the existence of the solutions. A new iterative scheme is presented in Section 3. Especially, 
we give a sufficient condition ensuring the monotone convergence of the iterative scheme to the 
unique solution of problem (1.1) in some sector. In the final section, we illustrate this new 
approach by an example. 
2. COMPARISON RESULTS AND AN ENCLOSING THEOREM 
Without further mention, we assume that all the inequalities involving vectors (matrices) are 
componentwise ( lementwise). Let x, x., and x* be given vector functions: T ~ R n. If 
x. < x _< x* on T, we say that x E [x., x*]. We now introduce a new concept of a pair of upper 
and lower solutions of problem (1.1). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A pair of vector functions 3, x: T ~ Ftn is called a pair of upper and lower 
solutions of (1.1), if  for each k: 0 < k < N - 1, there exist nonnegative matrices A~ (0 < i < k) 
such that 
(i) fk(Xo, x l , . . . ,  Xk) = fk(Xo, X l , . . . ,  Xk) + Eik=o A ix i  is monotone nondecreasing with re- 
spect to xi (0 < i < k) in the sector [min(x,3),max(x,~)]; 
(ii) 
k 
~k+l --> .f~ (~0,~1, ... ,~k) + ~ Ai, (~ - -x3 ,  
i=0  
k (2.1) 
~+~ -< f,, (~, -~, . . .  ,-~k) - )--~ Ai: (~, -_~,), 
i=0  
A3o + BxN > c > Ax ,  + Bx_~¢. 
We have the following comparison results. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 3, x_ be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1) with 3o >_ X_o. 
Then 3 > x. 
PROOF. It follows from (2.1) that for each k: 0 < k < N - 1, 
k 
3k+ 1 - ~+ 1 >-/k (3o, 31, . . . .  3k) - Ik (~, ~ , . . .  , ~) + 2 ~_, A~ (3~ - ~)  
i=O 
k 
= ~ (3o,3~,... ,3k) - ~(~,~, . . . ,~)  + ~ A~ (3, - ~_,). 
i----0 
By the monotonicity of ~ and an inductive argument, we get the desired conclusion. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 3, ~ be a pair of vector functions: T ~ II. '~ such that 
k 
3k+l >_ Ik (30,31,. . ,3k) + ~_A~ (3~ -~) ,  
i----0 
k (2.2) 
~k+l <- f~(~,~, . . .  ,~k) - ~ A~ (3~ -~1,  
i=0  
A3o + B3N = e, X_o <_ 30, 
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where for each k: 0 < k < N-  1, A~ (0 <_ i <_ k) are nonnegative matrices such that 
~(Xo, x l , . . . ,  xk) = ]k(xo, x l , . . . ,  xk) + ~']~o A~x~ is monotone nondecreasing with respect o 
xi (0 <_ i <_ k) in the sector [rain(z, ~), max(x, ~)]. Let 
E - i  = 1, Ek = E A~E~-I' 0 < k < N-  1. 
i---0 
H B > 0 and BEN-1  >_ -A ,  then ~, X- is a pair of upper and lower solutions with ~ > X-. 
PROOF. It follows from (2.2) that for each k: 0 < k < N - 1, 
k 
X'k+l -- x-k+l ~ fk (X0,X l , . . .  ,Xk) -- fk(X--.0, Xl, . . .  , X--.k) "~- 2 E A~ (~ - x~) 
i=0 
k 
= £ (X0,Xl , - . .  ,Xk) - -  fk(X--.0, Xl, . . -  ,X-k) "{- EA~ (5, - x__,). 
i=0 
By the monotonicity of ~ and an inductive argument, we get 
xk  -- x-k ~-- Ek -1  (XO - x_.o) ~- O, l<k<N.  
On the other hand, 
c -  Ax_ o - BX- N = A~o + B~N - Ax_ o - Bx  N 
> (A + BEN- l )  (Xo - X_o) >_ O. 
The conclusion follows. 
REMARK 2.1. The above results are useful for us to construct a pair of upper and lower solutions. 
Obviously, the terminal and initial value problem are included in Theorem 2.2. For appropriate 
choices of A~, the conclusion is also applicable to the periodic boundary value problem. 
We now introduce the concept of monotone matrix. A matrix A is called a monotone matrix, 
if AZ >_ 0 implies Z > 0 for any real vector Z (see [10,11]). There are many criteria for the 
monotonicity of a matrix. A necessary and sufficient condition for the monotonicity of a matrix A 
is the existence of the inverse A -1 > 0 (e.g., see [10]). 
In order to give the main results of this section, we make the following hypotheses on the 
matrices A and B. 
(H1). B <_ 0 and there exists some not]negative constant M such that M I  + A is a monotone 
matr/x. 
(H2). B > 0 and there exists some nonnegative constant M such that M I  - A is a monotone 
matr/x. 
REMARK 2.2. The use of M in (H1) and (H2) is intended to make our results hold true for more 
general A, and we shall see that the introduction of M does not impose any difficulty on our 
problem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let ~, X- be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1), and there exist 
nonnegative matrices B~ (0 < k < N - 1,0 < i < k) such that 
k 
=, , . . . ,  - f k  (= 'o ,  = i  . . . .  , <_ (=, - 
i - - - -O  
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' [min($_,g),max(x,5)] and x i _ _ _ whenever xi, x d E ~ < zd ( 0 < i < k, 0 < k < N - 1). Let 
k 
D- I  = 1, Dk ---- Z (B~ +2A~) Dd-z, 0 < k < N-  1. 
i---0 
I f  (HI) is satisfied and (MI  + A)- I (A + BDN-1)  is a monotone matrix, then ~ > x. 
PROOF. Let y = max(x,~). It follows from (2.1) that for each k: 0 < k < N - 1, 
k 
5k+l - X--k+l --> ~ (~0,~1,... ,~k) -- ~(x_o,--xl,... ,x_~) + Z A~ (~d - x-d) 
i----0 
k 
_> £ (~0,~z,... ,~k) -- ~(Y0,Yl,. . .  ,Yk) + Z A~ (~d - x-d) 
i f0  
k k 
i----0 i----0 
k 
> Z (B~ + 2A~:) (Sd - xd)_, 
i----0 
where (~d -~d) -  = min(0,~d - x_d). Hence for each k: 0 < k < N-  1, 
k 
(e ÷l - -> (B I  + 2"4 ) (e,  - >_ (5° - 
i=0  
By the boundary condition and B ~ 0, 
(M I  + .4) (e .  - ~) _> -B  (eN -- X_N) + M (e .  - ~) 
>_ ( M_r  - BDN-1)  ('eo - ~)_  . 
Since (M I  + A) -z 3, 0, we get 
(50 - X_o)_ > (MI  + A) -Z(MI  - BDN-1)  ('£0 -- X_O)_ 
or~, 
(MZ + A)-~CA + BDN_I) (~o - ~)_  _> O. 
The monotonicity of (M!  + A)- I (A + BDN- I )  implies that (50 - x_0)- > 0 and so 50 > x_0. The 
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1. 
REMARK 2.3. In terms of the matrix norm, we can give a sufficient condition for the monotonicity 
of (MI + A) - I (A  + BDN_, ) .  Let (HI) be satisfied and we rewrite 
(M I  + A) -Z(A + BDN-z )  = I - (M I  + A) -Z(MI  - BDN-1) .  
If there exists certain norm ]] • [[ such that [[(MI + A) -Z(MI  - BDN-z)[[ < 1, then the matrix 
I - (M I  + A) -Z(MI  - BDjv-z)  is monotone (see [11, Theorem 3, p. 298]). 
We have the following existence of the solutions for problem (1.1). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 5, x be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1) with "~ >_ x. I f  
(HI) is satisfied, then problem (1.1) has at least one solution x* E [_x,~]. 
PROOF. We consider the following auxiliary problem: 
xk+z = f~(Yo, Y l , . . .  ,Yk), 0 < k <_ N - 1, 
Mxo + Axo + BXN = c + Myo. (2.3) 
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For any vector function y: T 
and uniqueness of the solution x of (2.3). Define the map T on [x,~] as 
Let z = x - x_. It follows from (2.3) and (2.1) that for each k: 0 < k < N - 1, 
zk+l = fk (yo ,y l , . . .  ,yk) - xk+l 
k 
>- fk(Yo, Y l , . . . ,  Yk) - fk(X_o, XD. . .  ,X~) + E A~ ('Zi - xi) 
i=O 
k 
= ~(Yo ,Y l , . . . , Yk ) -  fk(X_o,XD...,Xk) + E A~ (5~-y , )  >_ O, 
i=O 
and 
R n, the invertibility of the matrix MI  + A ensures the existence 
(2.4) 
(M I  + A)zo = c + Myo - BXN -- Ax__ o - Mx_o >_ --BzN + M(yo - x_o) >_ --BzN >_ O. 
The monotonicity of MI  + A implies z0 _> 0. So we have x _> x. Similarly, x < 5. This shows 
that the map T transform [x,~] into itself. In view of the continuity of fk, it is clear that T is 
a bounded continuous map from Ix,5] into itself. Since Ix,5] is a finite dimensional space, T is 
a completely continuous map. Thus, by Schander's fixed point theorem, T has at least one fixed 
point x* E Ix,5]. Obviously, this is a solution of (1.1) in [x,5]. 
REMARK 2.4. If matrices B and A satisfy (H2), then we consider the following equivalent prob- 
lem: 
xk+l = fk(Xo, X l , . . . , xk ) ,  0 < k < N-  1, 
(2.5) 
-Axo  - BXN = - -c .  
Clearly, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 are applicable to problem (2.5). 
3. A NEW MONOTONE ITERAT IVE  SCHEME 
So far, we have shown that if problem (1.1) possesses a pair of upper and lower solutions 5, x_ 
with • > x, then it has at least one solution. Moreover, the upper solution and the lower solution 
may serve as the upper bound and the lower bound for the solution. In this section, we propose 
a monotone iterative scheme which yields monotone sequences improving the bounds. Besides, 
if the sequences of the upper bounds and the lower bounds converge to the same limit, then it 
forms the unique solution of problem (1.1) in some sector. In particular, we do not require any 
monotonicity of fk. We note that the scheme given here is more simple and efficient han the 
scheme (3.5) of [9] in practical computations. In a certain sense, they are complementary to each 
other. 
Let 5, x_ be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1). We consider the following 
iterative scheme: 
5 (0) =5,  x (°) = x_., 
k-1 
(=(m) ~(m+l) ~(rn+ 1}'~ 
k-1 
i' (m) .,.(re+l) ,~(m+l)'~ ~(m+l) _(m+l)'~ 
i----1 
1 _< k <_ N, (3.1) 
(M'± + c -   y+l) + M.5(0m), 
(M'I + m+') =c-  +') + M'd  
m = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  
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Here M* is a nonnegative constant specified later. Clearly, the scheme (3.1) is well defined 
provided that the matrix M*I  + A is invertible. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 5, x be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (I.1) with 3 >_ x. 
IE (H1) is satisfied, then the sequences {5 (m) } and {x (m) } defined by (3.1) with M* = M converge 
monotonically to the limits 3* and x_*, respectively. Moreover, 
X < X (m) (_ X_ (m'{-1) < X* < 5" __< 5 (re+l) __~ X -(m) _<~ 5, 
Besides, for any solution x* of (1.1) in [x,5], we have x* E [x__*,5*]. 
PROOF. We use induction to assert that 
X (m) __( __X (re+l) __( 5 (re+l) __<~ 5 (m), m = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  
First, we have from (3.1) and (2.1) that 
_x~ 1) - _x~ °) -- fo(X_o) - Ao ° (50 - ~o)  - x-1 ~-- O, 
5~ O) -- 3~ 1) = Xl -- fO (30) -- Ao ° (5o - x_o) >_ O, 
3~1) _ r~l)  = fo (3o)  + ,4 o (3o - ~o)  - fo (~)  + Ao ° (5o - ~)  
= f0 (50) - fo (x_o) + A ° (50 - x_o) _> 0. 
m = O, I, 2, . . . .  (3.2) 
The above conclusions how that _x~ °) _< _x~ 1) _< 5~ 1) _< 5~ °). Since by (3.1) and (2.1) for k _> 1, 
k-1 
X(k 1)-  X~ 0) ~ fk-1 (X_0,x~l),.. • ,X_(kl_)l) -- fk-l(X_0,Xl,...,X_J¢_l)÷ ~A~_ 1 (5i - 3~1)), 
i=1 
k-1 
X(k 0) -  X(k 1) _~ fk-1 (X0,31,... ,Sk-1)-  £ -1  (50,3~1), ... ,3(kl_) 1) ÷ E A~-I (x-~('I) - Xi) ' 
i= l  
5(k 1) X(k 1)= £--1 [--(0) --(1) (X.X0,X~I),...,::g(k?l) -- LXo ,X 1 , ' ' ' ,3 (k l - ) l )  -- f k -1  __ 
k - I  
÷ A(k0-)1 (50 -- X0) ÷ Z g~-I ( 5~1)- X-~('l)) ' 
i=l 
an inductive argument for k shows that 
(3.3) 
By the boundary condition, 
(MY÷A) (_~1) _~o)) ~ c -  SX(N ) - A~ O) ~> -S  (x(~) -xN)  , 
(MI ÷ A)(5(o 0)-  5(01) ) = A3(o°)-c ÷ B5(N ) ~> -S  (x N - 3(1)), 
and so the Hypothesis (H1) implies that (3.4) is also true for k -- 0. This proves that (3.3) holds 
X__(kO) __~ X_(k 1) ~ ~1) __~ 3(kO), I < k < N. (3.4) 
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for m = 0. Assume that (3.3) holds for some m > 0. We have from (3.1) that for 1 < k < N ,  
X(in+2) _(in+i) fk -1  /' (in+l) (in+2) ~(in-l-2)~ /' (in) (in+l) _(in-t-l)'\ 
k - -~k  = " ' ' '  tX--~ 'X---I ~k-1  fl -- f k - I  , . .  tX--~ ~Xl " ~ ~---k-1 fl 
k - i  
-t" .A~_ 1 (X(o in ) -  x(o in't'l)) JR E "4~-1 (~rn-.I-1) _ ~li"n-.t-2)) ,
i=l  
(X(0in --(m-t-i) =(m-t-i)'\ /"--(in-'t-I) --(in-'F2) .~..(in+2)~ =(m-t-i)~k --~(k in'l-2) : fk-1 ),X 1 ' ' ' ' '~k -1  ) -- f k - I  tX0 'X i  . . . .  ,"Uk__ 1 ) 
k-1 
"t- A~:_ 1 (x.x~ (m-t-i) - X j} (in)) -I'- E A~:-i  (x-'~in'l'2) - X--"~m"bi)) ' 
i=i  
~(m-t-2) _(in+2) fk - i  (~(rn4-i) .~(rn-b2) ~(rn+2)~ (.,(in-b1) ~.(in-F2) (in+2)'~ 
k - -xk  -=- " ' ' ,  ~,¢"0 , ou I , ,,,ok_ i ) - -  f k -1  ,. k-~O ' "" 1 " " '~k-1  ] 
k-1 
A i -'t- A~_ 1 (~(0 in'l-l) - x ~(l(in"l-1)) -I -" E k-1 (Xl inq'2) - 2:~ rn't'2)) 
i :1 
An inductive argument for k gives that 
X_(rn+l) < _(in+2) (in+2) =(in+i) 
k -~k  _<5 <x k , l<k<N.  
By the boundary condition, 
(MI't- A)(XX4() (in'l-2) - X..X_~I (in'l-1)) ~- -B  (X(/v in-t-2) - X_(N in-t-i)) -t" M (xx.x_.~(i (in't'i) - X_(0(in)) , 
(.<;+.._ j + M 
(MZ -i- A)(~in-t-2) x .~{l{in-t-2)) : -B  (X(N in+2) - X(N "in'l-2)) -t- M (~ in+i )  x_x_~(in+l)) , 
and so the Hypothesis (Hi) implies that (3.5) holds for k = 0. 
x_(m+2) < 5(in+2) < 5(re+l). The induction for (3.3) is completed. 
In view of (3,2), there exist limits 5" and x_* such that 
lim g(m) = 5", 
i n - -+OO 
and (3.2) holds. 
Now, let x* be any possible solution of (1.1) 
some m. We have from (3.1) and (1.1) that for 1 _ _ 
x;< = - ' : ( in+ ' )  
~'~O ~i  , " "  
lim _x (in) = _x* 
i n - '+(X)  
(3.5) 
This proves that x__ (in+l) < 
in [x,~]. Suppose that x* 
<k<N,  
.=(in+l)~l ) - £_, 
k-1 
i=1 
Xk* - -X (re+l) ---- fk-1 (Xo, ~1,*  * . . . , X'k_1) -- fk-1 (X.~ (in) ,~l'l-(ln+l) , . . . ' X----k- 1 (in+l)~) 
k-1 
i=1 
An inductive argument for k gives that 
(in . < E(m+l) ,  1 < k < Y .  x +1) _< xk _ 
By  the boundary  condit ion,  
E [x(m),~ (m)] for 
(3.6) 
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So the Hypothesis (H1) implies that (3.6) holds for k = 0. This proves x* E ~(m+l),5(m+1)]. 
The above argument leads to that 
x (m) <x* <5 (m), m=O,  1,2, . . . .  
Letting m --* 0% we see that x* E Ix*,5*]. This completes the proof. 
We obtain from (3.1) the following result, immediately. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that ali the hypotheses in Theorem 3.1 hold, and let x_* and ~* be the 
limits obtained from the corresponding monotone sequences. If  x_* = ~*, then x*: = _x* = 5* is 
the unique solution of (1.1) in Ix,5]. 
Now, we provide a condition ensuring that the iterative scheme (3.1) converges to the unique 
solution of problem (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 5, x_ be a pair of upper and lower solutions of problem (1.1) with 5 >_ x, and 
there exist nonnegative matrices B~ (0 < k < N - 1, 0 <_ i <_ k) such that 
k 
fk(XO, Xl,. .. ,Xk) -- fk (Xto, Xtl,. .. ,Xtk) < ~-~ S~ (xi - x~) 
i=0 
(3 .7 )  
_ '<x~<5~(0<i<k,0<k<N-1) .Let  whenever x i <_ xi . . . . . .  
k 
D- I= I ,  Dk=~(B~+2A~)D, -1 ,  0<k<N-1 .  
i----0 
If (HI) is satisfied and the matrix A + BDN_I is a monotone matrix, then iterative scheme (3.1) 
yields the sequences {5 (m) } and (x (m) } as the upper bounds and the lower bounds converging 
monotom'caily to the unique solution x* of problem (1.1) in ~c_,5]. 
PROOF. Let 5" and x* be the limits obtained in Theorem 3.1. In view of Theorem 3.2, it suffices 
to show that y* - 5" - x__* - 0. Obviously, y* _> 0 and for 1 < k < N, 
k-1 k-1 
* _ Ak_  - Vk <~B~- l (5* -x ; )+2~ i 
i=0 i=0 
k-1 
--<~-'~ ( Bik-1 + 2Ak-1)i Y i*D < k-lYo.* 
i=O 
(3 .8 )  
By the boundary condition and (3.8) with k = N, 
A * m Yo = --By*N < -BDN- Iy~ 
or equivalently, (A + BDN-1)y~ <_ 0 from which and the monotonicity of (A + BDN_I) -1, we 
get y~ < 0. Furthermore, by (3.8), y~ < 0 (0 < k < N) and so y* = 0. 
REMARK 3.1. Remark 2.4 is also valid for Theorems 3.1-3.3. 
REMARK 3.2. We obtain the monotone convergence of the iterative scheme (3.1), even if fk does 
not possess any monotonicity. The monotone nondecreasing property of fk(xo, x l , . . . ,  xk) with 
respect o xi (0 < i _< k) in the sector ~,5] means that fk(xO, Xl,. . .  ,Xk) satisfies locally the 
one-sided Lipchitz condition of the form 
k 
f kCxo ,  X l , . . . ,  - f k  . . . .  , _> - - 
i----0 
(3.9) 
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whenever x~ _< x~ < x~ < 7~ (0 < i < k). Hence, the crucial point for ensuring the monotone 
convergence of the iterative scheme (3.1) is to find a pair of vector functions 7, x with 7 _> x such 
that (2.1) and (3.9) are satisfied. In the final section, we give an example where such 7 and x can 
be easily constructed. Obviously, if fk (x0, x 1, . . . ,  x~) is monotone nondecreasing with respective 
tox~ (0<k<N-1 ,0_<i<:k ) ,wetakeA~=0(0_<k_<N-1 ,0<i<k)andthe i te ra t ive  
scheme (3.1) is reduced to the scheme (3.1) given in [9]. 
REMARK 3.3. The condition (3.7) is weaker than the assumption (3.1) in [9]. As before, we can 
give a sufficient condition for the monotonicity of A + BDN-1.  Let (H1) be satisfied and we 
rewrite 
A + BDN_~ = (MI  + A) (I  + (MI  + A)-~(BDN_~ - MI ) ) .  
If there exists some norm I1" ]] such that II(MI + A) -~(MI  - BD~v-1)II < 1, then I + (MI  + 
A) - I (BDN_ I  -M I )  is monotone. Since the product of two monotone matrices is still monotone, 
we get the monotonicity of A + BD~v_~. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section, we give an example to illustrate the above method. Consider the following 
problem: 
Uk+l = ~-~ cos(uk) sin vk - + uk, 0 < k < 5, 
vk+l = ls in (uk - -2 )  cos(vk)+v, ,  0<k<5,  (4.1) 
us = 10u0, v0 = 10v6. 
Let Xk = (Uk,Vk) r ,  fk(xk) = (.f~(xk),f~(Xk)) T with f~(xk) = 1/16cos(uk)s in(vl , -  1/2) and 
f2(xk) = 1/16sin(uk -1/2)cos(vk),  A = 10I, and S = - I .  Then (4.1) may be written in the 
form (1.1): 
Xk+l  = fk (Xk)  "l- Xk, 0 -- < k _ < 5, 
Axo + Bxe = 0. (4.2) 
To use iterative scheme (3.1), we have to find the vector functions 7, _x with 7 > x__, and 
k 
7k+1 >/s  (Tk) + 7k + At - x,),  
i----0 
k 
x.~+l <- fk(x--k) + ~k -- Y~. A~ (7, - x_,) , 
ATo + B76 > 0 > Ax o + Bx_.~, 
0<k<5,  
0SkSh,  
(4.3) 
k i where j~(xo, xl,..., xk) -- f~(x~) -I-x~ + ~-]~=o Akx~ has to be monotone nondecreasing with 
respect to x~ (0 < i < k) in the sector [x_,3]. We take 
and set 3~ -- -x_~ - (k + 1, k + 1) T, 0 ~ k _~ 6. By an elementary calculation, one can find that 
the pair of 3k and x_ k is a solution of the above inequalities (4.3). Notice that in the sector ~, 3], 
the nonlinear term fk(xk) + xk is not monotone with respect o x~ (0 ~_ k ~_ 5). Hence, the 
iterative scheme (3.1) given in [9] is not used. Since Assumptions 3.1 and 3.3 in [9] are destroyed 
in this example, the iterative scheme (3.5) developed in [9] is not used, too. But nevertheless 
we do have a monotone iterative procedure of the form (3.1) proposed in this paper, because all 
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Table 4.1. 
m 
1 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
0.1932817 1.5273854 1.9328169 
0.0436429 
0.0173564 
0.0167644 
0.0167515 
0.0167512 
1.2303865 
0.2770789 
0.0778451 
0.0732641 
0.0731839 
0.0731817 
0.3576899 
0.1285873 
O. 1233800 
0.1232661 
0.1232636 
0.4364293 
0.1735643 
0.1676443 
0.1675152 
0.1675124 
Table 4.2. 
-0.1883022 -1.1999973 --1.4836081 -1.8830223 
-0.0132357 -0.1603183 -0.1416403 -0.1323569 
0.0161290 0.0683046 0.1177488 0.1612901 
0.0167380 0.0730783 0.1231462 0.1673796 
0.0167510 0.0731795 0.1232610 0.1675095 
0.0167512 0.0731817 0.1232635 0.1675123 
the assumpt ions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. At  the same time, it can also be verified that  the 
assumpt ions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied with the matr ices (1 1) 
+1 1--6 
B~- -  1 ' 
\ 1 i_.~ + 1 
B~=0,  0<k<5,  0<i<k-1 .  
Let ~(m) = (~(m),~(m))T and _x(~ m) = (_u(m),_v(~m)) T. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are obta ined by the 
iterative scheme (3.1). We only list ~i m) and --k , = 
are observed in all computations. We observe from these tables that the sequence {~(m)} is 
monotone nonincreasing and the sequence {~m)} is monotone nondecreasing. This agrees with 
the monotonicity described by Theorem 3.1. We also find that these two sequences have the same 
limit and so it is the unique solution of (4.1) in the sector [_x,~]. This coincides with the result 
of Theorem 3.3. 
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